
 B I  DATA SHEET

BI/Analytics are much too labor intensive to deliver true 
value, as data exists in multiple systems, vendors and loca-
tions.  For businesses to be competitive, they need answers 
immediately. The old way of using old/stale dashboards or 
waiting months to search for the right data, and then 
writing a valid SQL statement is no longer acceptable. In 
order for businesses to leverage BI to be competitive, they 
must find a better way. 
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The Data Navigation System is an AI platform consisting of 3 modules:

• Contextual Data Discovery
• SQL Automation
• Data Virtualization

These modules enable different teams or a single user to ask a question in plain English. 
Promethium then:

POWERFUL CONTEXT 
AUTOMATION SOFTWARE

Allow business users to get 
answers for BI in less than four 
minutes with self-service

Automatically access ALL data 
across ALL systems, vendors and 
locations for the most relevant and 
complete answers

Leverage AI & Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) to enable data 
management at the speed 
of thought

•

•

•

• Parses the context and intent of the 
question using AI.

• Maps to all the relevant data possible 
in order to answer the question.

• Instantly creates a valid SQL statement  
possible of spanning multiple systems  
and vendors. 

• Executes a federated query joining 
data across multiple systems  
and vendors.
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• Connect to on-prem or cloud data sources or upload data
• Non-intrusively extract and sync metadata from data sources
• Provide one single search interface across all data and vendors

• Determine context & intent of questions instantly
• Map all relevant data based on context & intent
• Create a searchable centralized knowledge base of all questions asked in the company

• Display a logical map of the data required and their relationships
• Instantly generate a valid SQL statement in seconds
• Execute an efficient federated query possible of spanning multiple sources

CONNECT

CONTEXT

ACTION

HOW DO I GET IT?
DNS will be available through Promethium and its network of channel partners. DNS can be installed  
natively in the cloud or on-premise, and supports all major flavors of RDBMS, HDFS and other popular 
cloud data sources.
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Figure 1. Ask a question in natural language.
Promethium then determines context,  intent & 

the data required.

Figure 2. Promethium identif ies what data you
need, where it  comes from and how to join the

data as well  as the val id SQL statement.
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ABOUT PROMETHIUM
Promethium is breaking the conventional process and doctrine around analytics and governance by 
providing a fully automated solution that helps enterprises instantly know the meaning, context and value 
of their data. By leveraging all of the enterprise data estate across data systems, vendors and locations, 
Promethium provides answers to critical questions for BI in minutes, not months. 

Promethium was founded on the belief that analysts should not have to wait weeks to discover if the data 
they requested can answer their questions, and executives should not be forced to make decisions based 
on stale or incomplete data. 

Just as Google Maps have simplified our personal lives, we are simplifying the lives of our customers 
when it comes to analytics. Simply ask your question in natural language and leave all of the complex 
data management, SQL statement creation, and federated query execution to us. 
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To learn more about us visit:  PM61Data.com
Follow us on Facebook.com/PromethiumPM, or Twitter at @Promethium


